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Introduction: Our knowledge of the age of the lay-
ered polar deposits and their activity in the volatile
cycling and climate history of Mars is based to a large
extent on their apparent ages as determined from crater
counts. Interpretation of the polar stratigraphy (in terms
of climate change) is complicated by reported differ-
ences in the ages of the northern and southern layered
deposits. The north polar residual ice deposits are
thought to be relatively young, based on the reported
lack of any fresh [1, 2] impact craters in Viking Orbiter
Images. Herkenhoff et al., [3] report no craters at all on
the North polar layered deposits or ice cap, and placed
an upper bound on the surface age (or, alternatively, the
vertical resurfacing rate) of 100 thousand years to 10
million years, suggesting that the north polar region is
an active resurfacing site. In contrast, the southern po-
lar region was found to have at least 15 impact craters
in the layered deposits and cap [4]. Plaut et al, [4]
concluded that the surface was ≤ 120 million years old.
This reported age difference factor of 100 to 1000 in-
creases complexity in climate and volatile modeling.
Recent MOLA results for the topography of the north-
ern polar cap document a handful or more of possible
craters [5], which could result in revised age or resur-
facing estimates for the northern cap. This study is a
preliminary look at putative craters in both polar caps.

MOLA Measurements and Results: Using
MOLA profile and gridded topographic data, we have
identified and located on the Viking MDIM and high
resolution images approximately 10-20 possible craters
for each of the martian polar caps, including those iden-
tified in earlier work [4,5]. For a preliminary look at
the polar cap craters in both the images and topogra-
phy, we have made an assessment of the likely modifi-
cation processes for each crater, compared geometric
properties to those of the mid-latitude and polar re-
gions in general [6, 7], and used the total number of
craters to reassess the polar cap surface ages.

For a few fresh-looking craters near the cap mar-
gins, we found that the general geometric properties
were very similar to those recently reported for the po-
lar regions [7], with a large, often asymmetric central
peak or deposit, sometimes a visible ejecta blanket
with rampart, and distinct rim. For the majority of the
craters, which are farther into the cap interior or have a
more degraded appearance, trough growth and/or filling
ablation cycles have apparently much altered the crater
geometry (compared to a fresh, non-cap polar region
crater). The apparent depth and degradation often is
seems different in the images and topography. The
albedo changes in the cap images often seems to be a
complex combination of surface brightness and topog-
raphy, making it difficult to recognize and assess crater

states from images alone.
Several interesting circular features stand out in the

data. These include a possible crater collapse or debris
flow at the northern cap margin; a possible volcanic
shield in the Northern Chasma Boreale that was earlier
classified as a crater [8]; several craters on both caps
which have nearly normal near-polar crater morpholo-
gies, and may have Òpunched throughÓ the cap to ex-
cavate the material below; and the lack of bright frost
cover in some of the southern craters, despite their
geometric similarity to the northern craters [9], and
their presence on the topographic southern cap.

Some circular features at the smaller end of the age
range are yet difficult to determine definitively as im-
pact craters, this will have to await further MOLA data,
and possibly MOC images for further analysis. Addi-
tionally, this study has checked only the first dozen or
two of the promising circular features for each cap in
the MOLA topography against the high resolution
images for analysis as possible impact craters. Further
work may very well find a much larger number of cra-
ters after comparing both MOLA and MOC high reso-
lution databases.

CONCLUSIONS: From the early assessment of
MOLA topography and Viking images of possible
craters on both martian polar caps, we find at least a
dozen and possibly more plausible impact features on
each of the caps. Combined high resolution topography
and images has yielded more craters than previous
studies, but a complete assessment of respective cap
ages awaits further data and analysis.
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